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Abstract



Introduction

The challenge for local 
structure prediction is to 
identify the structural 
features that have strong 
sequence preferences.



Results



Results

Ø Local protein structure prediction using I-site library
q Prediction
q Evaluation
q Training set
q Test set
q Combination of I-sites and conventional sse prediction

Ø Overview of the I-site library
q 13 different motifs and 7 listed in the paprer
q Natural boundaries



Prediction



Evaluation



Training set



Test set & Combination



13 motifs & Boundaries



13 motifs & Boundaries



13 motifs & Boundaries

Novel  or  extended  sequence-structure  motifs  included  in  the  I-sites  Library  are  displayed  in  four  parts.  
(a) The  local  structure  represented  as  a  plot  of  backbone  dihedral  angles  f  (red)  and  c  (green).
(b) A  color  scale  representation  of  the  log-odds  scoring  matrix  (see  equation  (1));;  each  square  represents  the  
preference  for  an  amino  acid  (y-axis)  at  a  position  in  the  motif  (x-axis).  The  amino  acids  are  arranged  roughly  from  
polar  to  non-polar  from  top  to  bottom,  except  glycine  and  proline (at  the  top)  and  cysteine  (at  the  bottom).

(c) A  superposition  of  30  cluster  members  that  fall  within  the  cluster's  natural  boundaries  (i.e.  true-positives).
(d) A  cartoon  representation  of  a  representative  fragment,  showing  the  conserved  polar  positions  in  green,  non-polar  
positions  in  purple  and  conserved  glycine  residues  as  red  dots.  Conserved  hydrogen  bonds  are  indicated  by  dotted  
yellow  lines.

The  colors  represent  log-likelihood  values  in  natural  log  units  according  to  the  legend.  Values  above  1  and  below  -1  
are  truncated.  One  natural  log  unit  equals  1.44  bits.



Discussion
Ø Folding initiation sites Ø Applications

The I-sites method may contribute to both ab initio and fold 
recognition approaches to structure prediction.

Ab initio folding approaches could attempt to generate tertiary 
structures from I-sites local structure predictions by keeping the 
local structure of the regions predicted at highest confidence  
constant and varying the local structure in low-confidence regions.

With regard to fold recognition, I-sites predictions should 
contribute to sequence-structure compatibility assessment in much 
the same way that secondary structure predictions have recently 
been utilized sequence-to-structure alignments that are consistent 
with the I-sites predictions may be better choices than alignments 
that are inconsistent with the I-sites predictions.

Other applications include gene finding and sequence comparison; 
promising results have already been obtained in the former area 
(unpublished results).



Methods
Ø The sequence and structure database
Ø Clustering of sequence segments
Ø Assessing structure within a cluster; choice of paradigm
Ø True/false boundaries in structure space
Ø Iterative refinement of clusters
Ø Cross-validation and confidence
Ø Iterative peak removal
Ø Cluster weights
Ø Prediction protocol
Ø Independent test set



True/false boundaries in structure space



Iterative refinement of clusters



Cross-validation and confidence



Iterative peak removal



Cluster weights



Prediction protocol


